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The world's most successful banks run on IBM®, and increasingly IBM LinuxONE.
Temenos, the global leader in banking software, has worked alongside IBM for many
years on banking deployments of all sizes. This book marks an important milestone in
that partnership. Temenos on IBM LinuxONE Best Practices Guide shows financial
organizations how they can combine the power and flexibility of the Temenos solution
with the IBM platform that is purpose built for the digital revolution.
Risk is everywhere. It does not matter where we are or what we do. It affects us on a
personal level, but it also affects us in our world of commerce and our business. This
indispensable summary guide is for everyone who wants some fast information
regarding failures and how to deal with them. It explores the evaluation process of risk
by utilizing one of the core methodologies available: failure modes and effects analysis
(FMEA). The intent is to make the concepts easy to understand and explain why FMEA
is used in many industries with positive results to either eliminate or mitigate risk.
In the 1960s, a group of Los Angeles artists fashioned a body of work that has come to
be known as the “LA Look” or West Coast Minimalism. Its distinct aesthetic is
characterized by clean lines, simple shapes, and pristine reflective or translucent
surfaces, and often by the use of bright, seductive colors. While the role of materials
and processes in the advent of these truly indigenous Los Angeles art forms has often
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been commented on, it has never been studied in depth — until now. Made in Los
Angeles focuses on four pioneers of West Coast Minimalism — Larry Bell, Robert Irwin,
Craig Kauffman, and John McCracken — whose working methods, often borrowed from
other industries, featured the use of synthetic paints and resins as well as industrial
processes to create objects that are both painting and sculpture. Bell, for example,
coated plate glass with films of material that alter the way the light is absorbed,
reflected, and transmitted, while Kauffman employed a process usually reserved for
commercial signs for his work. McCracken coated plywood with fiberglass then spray
painted it with countless layers of automotive paints, and Irwin spray-painted discs of
hammered aluminum or vacuum-formed plastics. The detailed study of each artist’s
work is presented in the context of the emergence of modern art in Los Angeles, the
burgeoning mid-twentieth-century gallery scene, and the light-infused LA cityscape.
Initially undertaken as part of the Pacific Standard Time: Art in L.A.1945–1980 initiative,
this volume combines technical art history and scientific analysis to investigate
conservation issues associated with the work of these artists, which are often
emblematic of issues in the conservation of contemporary art in general.
The collection contains proofsheets for Stone's University of Virginia dissertation
autographed by Stone for presentation to the Beta of Virginia chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa.
As the complexity of automotive vehicles increases this book presents operational and
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practical issues of automotive mechatronics. It is a comprehensive introduction to
controlled automotive systems and provides detailed information of sensors for travel,
angle, engine speed, vehicle speed, acceleration, pressure, temperature, flow, gas
concentration etc. The measurement principles of the different sensor groups are
explained and examples to show the measurement principles applied in different types.
In the new millennium the increasing expectation of customers and products complexity
has forced companies to find new solutions and better alternatives to improve the
quality of their products. Lean and Six Sigma methodology provides the best solutions
to many problems and can be used as an accelerator in industry, business and even
health care sectors. Due to its flexible nature, the Lean and Six Sigma methodology
was rapidly adopted by many top and even small companies. This book provides the
necessary guidance for selecting, performing and evaluating various procedures of
Lean and Six Sigma. In the book you will find personal experiences in the field of Lean
and Six Sigma projects in business, industry and health sectors.
Microservices architecture (MSA) is increasingly popular with software architects and
engineers as it accelerates software solution design, development, and deployment in a
risk-free manner. Placing a software system into a production environment is elegantly
simplified and sped up with the use of MSA development platforms, runtime
environments, acceleration engines, design patterns, integrated frameworks, and
related tools. The MSA ecosystem is expanding with third-party products that automate
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as many tasks as possible. MSA is being positioned as the enterprise-grade and agileapplication design method. This book covers in-depth the features and facilities that
make up the MSA ecosystem. Beginning with an overview of Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA) that covers the Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA), Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM), and Remote Method
Invocation (RMI), the book explains the basic essentials of MSA and the continuous
delivery of applications to customers. The book gives software developers insight into:
Current and emerging communication models Key architectural elements of MSAbased applications Designing efficient APIs for microservices MSA middleware
platforms such as REST, SOAP, Apache Thrift, and gRPC Microservice discovery and
the API gateway Service orchestration and choreography for composing individual
services to achieve a useful business process Database transactions in MSA-centric
applications Design, composition, security, and deployment patterns MSA security
Modernizing legacy applications The book concludes with a chapter on composing and
building powerful microservices. With the exponential growth of IoT devices,
microservices are being developed and deployed on resource-constrained but resourceintensive devices in order to provide people-centric applications. The book discusses
the challenges of these applications. Finally, the book looks at the role of microservices
in smart environments and upcoming trends including ubiquitous yet disappearing
microservices.
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This book defines, develops, and examines the foundations of the APQP (Advanced
Product Quality Planning) methodology. It explains in detail the five phases, and it
relates its significance to national, international, and customer specific standards. It also
includes additional information on the PPAP (Production Part Approval Process), Risk,
Warranty, GD&T (Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing), and the role of leadership
as they apply to the continual improvement process of any organization. Features
Defines and explains the five stages of APQP in detail Identifies and zeroes in on the
critical steps of the APQP methodology Covers the issue of risk as it is defined in the
ISO 9001, IATF 16949, the pending VDA, and the OEM requirements Presents the role
of leadership and management in the APQP methodology Summarizes all of the
change requirements of the IATF standard
A 10- year jouranl of living with degenerative neurological disease
Microservices can have a positive impact on your enterprise—just ask Amazon and
Netflix—but you can fall into many traps if you don’t approach them in the right way.
This practical guide covers the entire microservices landscape, including the principles,
technologies, and methodologies of this unique, modular style of system building.
You’ll learn about the experiences of organizations around the globe that have
successfully adopted microservices. In three parts, this book explains how these
services work and what it means to build an application the Microservices Way. You’ll
explore a design-based approach to microservice architecture with guidance for
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implementing various elements. And you’ll get a set of recipes and practices for
meeting practical, organizational, and cultural challenges to microservice adoption.
Learn how microservices can help you drive business objectives Examine the
principles, practices, and culture that define microservice architectures Explore a model
for creating complex systems and a design process for building a microservice
architecture Learn the fundamental design concepts for individual microservices Delve
into the operational elements of a microservices architecture, including containers and
service discovery Discover how to handle the challenges of introducing microservice
architecture in your organization
These practice guidelines draw upon the widest relevant knowledge and evidence
available to describe and inform contemporary best practice occupational therapy for
people with Parkinson's disease. They include practical examples of interventions to
allow occupational therapists to apply new treatments to their practice.
NEW SECOND EDITION 2018 The SECOND EDITION - IATF 16949:2016 Audit Guide
and Checklist provides all the information necessary for an in-depth assessment of your
ISO 9001:2015 / IATF 16949:2016 Quality Management System. It was written to help
auditors conduct a 'process based' audit and stresses process effectiveness as well as
compliance. The evidence-based questions start with top management and follow a
generic product through the organization. Following the 14 insightful chapters on such
topics as process design, process auditing, PDCA, Turtle Diagrams, Context of the
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Organization and Systems Integration, you can dive into the evidence-based questions.
The Part One audit questions examine the complete systems conformity to the
standards along with dozens of Best Practice questions to help you better evaluate the
effectiveness of the system. The Part Two questions focus in detail on the effectiveness
of each individual process in the organization. This Guide covers every requirement in
both ISO 9001 and IATF (some, many more than one time) plus current '2017'
Customer Specific Requirements (GM, FORD, FCA, VW, PSA), Core Tools (APQP,
FMEA (2018 version), Control Plans, MSA, Process Capability, and PPAP) and CQI
requirements (8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 23, 24). The SECOND EDITION - IATF
16949:2016 Audit Guide and Checklist includes: A blend of insightful guidance and
practical evidence-based questions that help take your QMS to the next level 584
Assessment Questions, 188 Questions related directly to Customer Specific
Requirements, 71 Core Tools Questions 15 Specific CQI Questions 150 valuable notes
designed to help auditors understand the intent of specific questions . Help in planning
and organizing process audits effectively and documenting the results in a meaningful
way. *Additional clarity on System Integration, Context of the Organization, Safety
Related Products, and MAQMSR, *2017 - IATF Sanctioned Interpretations and FAQs.
Value to organizations that want more than their money's worth from their management
systems by driving best practice.
The Core Tools Forms includes the required forms from the APQP, PPAP, FMEA, and
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MSA Core Tool manuals. Sample Forms Include: APQP - Control Plan, APQP Sign-off
Worksheet, DFMEA, PFMEA, Special Characteristics Matrix Worksheet, Appearance
Approval Worksheet, Dimensional Report Worksheet, Attribute GR&R (Methods 1 & 2)
Worksheet, Part Submission Warrant Worksheet, Chrysler, Ford Motor Company, and
General Motors Forms.
In the past few years, interest in plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) has grown. Advances
in battery and other technologies, new federal standards for carbon-dioxide emissions
and fuel economy, state zero-emission-vehicle requirements, and the current
administration's goal of putting millions of alternative-fuel vehicles on the road have all
highlighted PEVs as a transportation alternative. Consumers are also beginning to
recognize the advantages of PEVs over conventional vehicles, such as lower operating
costs, smoother operation, and better acceleration; the ability to fuel up at home; and
zero tailpipe emissions when the vehicle operates solely on its battery. There are,
however, barriers to PEV deployment, including the vehicle cost, the short all-electric
driving range, the long battery charging time, uncertainties about battery life, the few
choices of vehicle models, and the need for a charging infrastructure to support PEVs.
What should industry do to improve the performance of PEVs and make them more
attractive to consumers? At the request of Congress, Overcoming Barriers to
Deployment of Plug-in Electric Vehicles identifies barriers to the introduction of electric
vehicles and recommends ways to mitigate these barriers. This report examines the
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characteristics and capabilities of electric vehicle technologies, such as cost,
performance, range, safety, and durability, and assesses how these factors might
create barriers to widespread deployment. Overcoming Barriers to Deployment of Plugin Electric Vehicles provides an overview of the current status of PEVs and makes
recommendations to spur the industry and increase the attractiveness of this promising
technology for consumers. Through consideration of consumer behaviors, tax
incentives, business models, incentive programs, and infrastructure needs, this book
studies the state of the industry and makes recommendations to further its development
and acceptance.
Now in its 40th year, Emerging Trends in Real Estate is one of the most highly regarded and
widely read forecast reports in the real estate industry. This updated edition provides an
outlook on real estate investment and development trends, real estate finance and capital
markets, trends by property sector and metropolitan area, and other real estate issues around
the globe. Comprehensive and invaluable, the book is based on interviews with leading
industry experts and also covers what's happening in multifamily, retail, office, industrial, and
hotel development.
Updated to the latest standard changes including ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015, and
OHSAS 18001:2016 Includes guidance on integrating Corporate Responsibility and
Sustainability Organizations today are implementing stand-alone systems for their Quality
Management Systems (ISO 9001, ISO/TS 16949, or AS 9100), Environmental Management
System (ISO 14001), Occupational Health & Safety (ISO 18001), and Food Safety
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Management Systems (FSSC 22000). Stand-alone systems refer to the use of isolated
document management structures resulting in the duplication of processes within one site for
each of the management standards—QMS, EMS, OHSAS, and FSMS. In other words, the
stand-alone systems duplicate training processes, document control, and internal audit
processes for each standard within the company. While the confusion and lack of efficiency
resulting from this decision may not be readily apparent to the uninitiated, this book will show
the reader that there is a tremendous loss of value associated with stand-alone management
systems within an organization. This book expands the understanding of an integrated
management system (IMS) globally. It not only saves money, but more importantly it
contributes to the maintenance and efficiency of business processes and conformance
standards such as ISO 9001, AS9100, ISO/TS 16949, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001, FSSC
22000, or other GFSI Standards.
Arabic language; textbooks for foreign speakers; English.
This Surgeon General's report details the causes and the consequences of tobacco use
among youth and young adults by focusing on the social, environmental, advertising, and
marketing influences that encourage youth and young adults to initiate and sustain tobacco
use. This is the first time tobacco data on young adults as a discrete population have been
explored in detail. The report also highlights successful strategies to prevent young people
from using tobacco.
This book focuses on automotive user interfaces for in-vehicle usage, looking at car
electronics, its software of hidden technologies (e.g., ASP, ESP), comfort functions (e.g.,
navigation, communication, entertainment) and driver assistance (e.g., distance checking). The
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increased complexity of automotive user interfaces, driven by the need for using consumer
electronic devices in cars as well as autonomous driving, has sparked a plethora of new
research within this field of study. Covering a broad spectrum of detailed topics, the authors of
this edited volume offer an outstanding overview of the current state of the art; providing deep
insights into usability and user experience, interaction techniques and technologies as well as
methods, tools and its applications, exploring the increasing importance of Human-ComputerInteraction (HCI) within the automotive industry Automotive User Interfaces is intended as an
authoritative and valuable resource for professional practitioners and researchers alike, as well
as computer science and engineering students who are interested in automotive interfaces.
Why is it that some improvement efforts succeed while others fail despite robust change
management programs and the often do-or-die pressure to improve? Quite simply, there are
three elements that separate those that succeed from those that fail. They are the 3Ms
Measure, Manage to Measure, and Make-it-Easy.Complete with forms, templates, and case
The overwhelming majority of a software system’s lifespan is spent in use, not in design or
implementation. So, why does conventional wisdom insist that software engineers focus
primarily on the design and development of large-scale computing systems? In this collection
of essays and articles, key members of Google’s Site Reliability Team explain how and why
their commitment to the entire lifecycle has enabled the company to successfully build, deploy,
monitor, and maintain some of the largest software systems in the world. You’ll learn the
principles and practices that enable Google engineers to make systems more scalable,
reliable, and efficient—lessons directly applicable to your organization. This book is divided into
four sections: Introduction—Learn what site reliability engineering is and why it differs from
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conventional IT industry practices Principles—Examine the patterns, behaviors, and areas of
concern that influence the work of a site reliability engineer (SRE) Practices—Understand the
theory and practice of an SRE’s day-to-day work: building and operating large distributed
computing systems Management—Explore Google's best practices for training, communication,
and meetings that your organization can use

Attitude. Personality. Mindset. Spirit. Essence. Regardless of how you define your state
of being, it is the basis for your existence and how you experience life. The Art of Being
lays the foundation for your first impressions because if you get this part wrong not
much else matters. All other efforts may be diminished or wasted. Your way of being
sets the tone for how people relate to you, behave toward you, and engage with you.
The more positively centered and grounded you are in your authentic being, the more
people may be drawn to you. Becoming the person you want to be includes being your
best, doing your best, and allowing your personality, passions, and purpose to shine
through.This book is Book 1 of 8 from the Susan Young's mastery manual The Art of
First Impressions for Positive Impact¿8 Ways to Shine Bright to Transform Relationship
Results.
With the growing business industry there is a large demand for greater speed and
quality, for projects of all natures in both small and large businesses. Lean Six Sigma is
the result of the combination of the two best-known improvement methods: Six Sigma
(making work better, of higher quality) and Lean (making work faster, more efficient).
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Lean Six Sigma For Dummies outlines they key concepts in plain English, and shows
you how to use the right tools, in the right place, and in the right way, not just in
improvement and design projects, but also in your day-to-day activities. It shows you
how to ensure the key principles and concepts of Lean Six Sigma become a natural
part of how you do things so you can get the best out of your business and accomplish
your goals better, faster and cheaper. About the author John Morgan has been a
Director of Catalyst Consulting, Europe's leading provider of lean Six Sigma solutions
for 10 years. Martin Brenig-Jones is also a Director at Catalyst Consulting. He is an
expert in Quality and Change Management and has worked in the field for 16 years.
Aiming to help with the productivity and efficiency of garment-producing enterprises,
this book suggests practical ideas for the design, materials, safety, welfare and
maintenance of the business. It also presents procedures and examples for identifying
and assessing productivity.
With a detailed discussion on the preparation and tools needed for an automotive
process audit, this book addresses the fundamental issues and concerns by focusing
on two objectives: explaining the methods and tools used in the process for the
organization, and provide a reference or manual for dealing with documenting quality
issues. This book addresses the fundamental issues and concerns for a successful
automotive process audit and details specifically how to prepare for it. It presents a
complete assessment of what an organization must do to earn certification in ISO
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standards, industry standards, and customer-specific requirements. It also focuses on
the efficiency of resources within an organization so that an audit can be successful
and describes the methodologies to optimize the process by knowing what to do, what
to say, and how to prove it. A road map is offered for the "process audit" and the
"layered audit," and defines a clear distinction between the preparation details for each.
This book is intended for those that conduct audits, those who are interested in
auditing, and those who are being audited. It specifically addresses how to prepare for
an automotive process audit for readers who are involved in quality, manufacturing, and
operations management, and those who work with suppliers.
This book presents the proceedings of the third Vehicle and Automotive Engineering
conference, reflecting the outcomes of theoretical and practical studies and outlining
future development trends in a broad field of automotive research. The conference’s
main themes included design, manufacturing, economic and educational topics.
Auditing Fundamentals in a South African Context 2e is a practical, applied, and
engaging introductory textbook that supports students throughout the undergraduate
level of the Auditing curriculum. The text is designed to enhance learning by supporting
holistic understanding: theory ispresented within the framework of the real-world
business environment, assisting students to apply principles and standards with an
understanding of their context.The text offers a clear pedagogical framework, which
supports applied learning and develops independent, critical and reflective engagement
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with the subject matter. A continuing case study, which follows each stage of the audit
of a South African company, demonstrates the practical application oflearned principles
and the integration of the auditing process with a typical audit client's business.The
second edition is comprehensively revised to reflect all relevant, recent changes in the
requirements of legislation, financial reporting and auditing pronouncements and codes,
and addresses the new Code of Professional Conduct which was issued by the SA
Institute of Chartered Accountants in thefinal quarter of 2018.Additional educational
resources support teaching and learning, assisting students to develop the academic
skills required to master their studies.
To support the broadening spectrum of project delivery approaches, PMI is offering A
Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth Edition
as a bundle with its latest, the Agile Practice Guide. The PMBOK® Guide – Sixth
Edition now contains detailed information about agile; while the Agile Practice Guide,
created in partnership with Agile Alliance®, serves as a bridge to connect waterfall and
agile. Together they are a powerful tool for project managers. The PMBOK® Guide –
Sixth Edition – PMI's flagship publication has been updated to reflect the latest good
practices in project management. New to the Sixth Edition, each knowledge area will
contain a section entitled Approaches for Agile, Iterative and Adaptive Environments,
describing how these practices integrate in project settings. It will also contain more
emphasis on strategic and business knowledge—including discussion of project
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management business documents—and information on the PMI Talent Triangle™ and
the essential skills for success in today's market. Agile Practice Guide has been
developed as a resource to understand, evaluate, and use agile and hybrid agile
approaches. This practice guide provides guidance on when, where, and how to apply
agile approaches and provides practical tools for practitioners and organizations
wanting to increase agility. This practice guide is aligned with other PMI standards,
including A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) –
Sixth Edition, and was developed as the result of collaboration between the Project
Management Institute and the Agile Alliance.
An organization seeking to sustain and continually improve its competitive performance over
many years must have a strategy – a Business Excellence Strategy.This book guides and
illustrates the strategic journey to excellence, from major initiatives through everyday
improvement programs, and helps the reader achieve of important strategic objectives and
goals. This business excellence program will unite employees, internal and external
customers, and suppliers through a common set of goals. It will help your organization improve
at a pace that will outperform the competition and will elevate your company's reputation and
marketshare.
Intro / prep handbook on basics of the quality field / its philosophies for ASQE’s CQIA
(Certified Quality Improvement Associate) certification exam.
This book is published open access under a CC BY 4.0 license. This open access book offers
something for everyone working with market segmentation: practical guidance for users of
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market segmentation solutions; organisational guidance on implementation issues; guidance
for market researchers in charge of collecting suitable data; and guidance for data analysts
with respect to the technical and statistical aspects of market segmentation analysis. Even
market segmentation experts will find something new, including an approach to exploring data
structure and choosing a suitable number of market segments, and a vast array of useful
visualisation techniques that make interpretation of market segments and selection of target
segments easier. The book talks the reader through every single step, every single potential
pitfall, and every single decision that needs to be made to ensure market segmentation
analysis is conducted as well as possible. All calculations are accompanied not only with a
detailed explanation, but also with R code that allows readers to replicate any aspect of what is
being covered in the book using R, the open-source environment for statistical computing and
graphics.
This book guides readers through the broad field of generic and industry-specific management
system standards, as well as through the arsenal of tools that are needed to effectively
implement them. It covers a wide spectrum, from the classic standard ISO 9001 for quality
management to standards for environmental safety, information security, energy efficiency,
business continuity, laboratory management, etc. A dedicated chapter addresses international
management standards for compliance, anti-bribery and social responsibility management. In
turn, a major portion of the book focuses on relevant tools that students and practitioners need
to be familiar with: 8D reports, acceptance sampling, failure tree analysis, FMEA, control
charts, correlation analysis, designing experiments, estimating parameters and confidence
intervals, event tree analysis, HAZOP, Ishikawa diagrams, Monte Carlo simulation, regression
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analysis, reliability theory, data sampling and surveys, testing hypotheses, and much more. An
overview of the necessary mathematical concepts is also provided to help readers understand
the technicalities of the tools discussed. A down-to-earth yet thorough approach is employed
throughout the book to help practitioners and management students alike easily grasp the
various topics.
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